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Benefits
• Ensure that your IWAN deployments
are managed effectively—our managed
service capabilities aim to remove
the complexities inherent in powerful
technologies like IWAN while making
sure you aren’t missing out on vital and
powerful new features.
• Provide alternate MPLS traffic paths
such as Internet and LTE as circuit
offloads—transport offload reduces
costs with negligle loss of quality of
service. You can still achieve 99.999%
availability without the associated costs
of dedicated links.
• Take advantage of better visibility into
the health of your IWAN investment,
enabling analysis of traffic patterns
and bandwidth that point to proactive
improvements in your IWAN
deployment.
• Leverage your existing investments
into lower-cost transport modes and
squeeze more ROI out of your Internet
or alternate link investments.
• Continue to build out your branch
strategy with digital technologies and
collaborative business services without
creating a negative impact on missioncritical core WAN traffic.
• Protect your investment into IWAN and
branch technologies while continuing
to focus on your core business, not the
business of keeping IWAN up, running,
and optimized.
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As with most Enterprises, yours needs a transformative solution that
makes incremental improvements over time rather than a single flip of a
switch. What if you could tap into the full potential of a transformational
Intelligent WAN (IWAN) deployments so that branches achieve the highest level of uptime and quality of service? CMS’s Managed Networks
for IWAN removes complexity while making sure your IWAN deployment is optimized and providing the value your branches need.
Figure 1. Workflow in Managing IWAN Deployments, Taking Thousands of Event Inputs, Distilling Out the Noise,
and Focusing Efforts on Isolating and Resolving Root Causes for Restoration of Service
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Most Enterprises today are caught in a dilemma—they have incredible pressure to expand IT and
IT-dependent business solutions, incorporating innovative new applications and solutions, while
at the same time being told to limit spending at current levels or even cut back. How can an
Enterprise grow its capabilities without commensurate expansion in expenditures? The answer is
one that lies in a transformative evolution rather than implementation of a single device, solution,
or technology. Or rather, it is the combination of transformation over time with the addition of the
right solution or technology to fuel that transformation.
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Cisco’s Intelligent WAN (IWAN) solution is the right technology to
power OPEX reductions while providing increased bandwidth and
services to the Branch. Cisco’s Managed Networks for IWAN is the
right transformation, delivered by Cisco’s Cloud and Managed Services
group, to intelligently move your IT infrastructure toward achieving
that goal: cost savings while empowering users with more powerful
applications and cloud-based services.

IWAN requires knowledgable technical experts who can proficiently
deploy and troubleshoot Dynamic Multipoint VPNs that create the
virtualized WAN overlay, Wide Area Application Services (WAAS) for
application optimization, and Cisco Application Visibility and Control (AVC)
for application monitoring and traffic control. Powerful solutions comprise
sophisticated technologies, and IWAN is no different. On Day 2, who will
make sure your IWAN deployment is robust?

Transformation is the key to refocusing your Enterprise on your core
business. Read on to find out more about how Cisco’s IWAN and
Managed Networks for IWAN can drive your IT transformation.

Fortunately, Cisco’s Cloud and Managed Services (CMS) group has the
in-house expertise to operate, maintain, and optimize these and other
Cisco IWAN technologies. Our Managed Networks for IWAN capabilities
focus holistically on all functional areas of the IWAN solution.

Trends and Challenges
The possibility of creating a transport-independent branch strategy
to augment traditional WAN connectivity for core Enterprise traffic
is a tempting one. The promise of Cisco’s Intelligent WAN (IWAN) is
tantalizing: lower-cost transport over existing Internet capabilities with
virtually no loss of quality of service or dependability. In fact, over 60%
of Enterprises with branch offices either have implemented IWAN
capabilities or plan to in the near future because of the potential cost
savings combined with the ability to grow branch digital and collaborative
capabilities. The user experience at the branch can improve dramatically,
while IT costs can remain in check or can even be reduced. Cisco’s IWAN
provides the best of both worlds.
With every powerful technology solution, though, comes associated
concerns. IWAN taps into sophisticated software-based capabilities to
provide alternate transport options for the branch. The question really
becomes, how much does an Enterprise need to invest in ramping up IT
staff to implement and maintain the IWAN deployment? And how will the
Enterprise know if they are truly actualizing all the power that IWAN can
offer, in essence seeing the highest possible return on investment?
The fact of the matter is that IWAN brings into play digital software and
virtualization functionality that demands a non-traditional approach to
ongoing IT operations, maintenance, and optimization.
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How It Works/Key Features/Components
CMS’s Managed Networks for IWAN service capabilities span three
functional areas:
• Solution Day 2 Operate—the ongoing day-to-day monitoring and
troubleshooting to keep IWAN up and running.
• Solution Visiblity—the collective dashboards, reports, and other views
that provide the ability to make proactive improvements to the IWAN
deployment.
• Service Assurance—policy, change management, and service request
management activities to respond to changing needs of the Enterprise
from their IWAN deployment.
CMS provides sets of capabilities based on standardized service tiers.
As with other CMS offerings, Managed Networks for IWAN capabilities
are offered at the Foundational level, the Standard level, and the
Comprehensive level. The Foundation tier capabilities focus on keeping
basic device and software functionality up and running. The Standard
tier capabilities overlay increased visiblilty and reporting, which is key to
providing ongoing improvements and proactive problem management.
The Comprehensive tier capabilities cover advanced assurance
deliverables that respond to the ongoing evolution in the Enterprise’s
IWAN deployment.
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The following chart provides the tiers of service for Managed Networks for IWAN and the capabilities and deliverables provided by each tier:
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Capabilities Required to Manage IWAN
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A standard Enterprise use case for IWAN overcomes the following
problems encountered at the Branch level:
• The bandwidth at the branch is not supporting the network
requirements of the business units.
• Video conferencing and Internet applications are responsible for a large
amount of the bandwidth utilization.
• Costs are spiraling so controlling those costs while increasing
bandwidth (but without sacrificing availability and damaging the user
experience) is paramount to the Enterprise—this is a difficult balancing
act to maintain.
The IWAN solution addresses the above problems with the following:
• Traffic paths are encrypted and utilize the Internet for transport.
• MPLS continues to carry mission-critical traffic with Internet as a
failover path in case of circuit failure.
• Internet as WAN carries non-critical traffic to and from the branch with
selective use of MPLS links.
Managed Network for IWAN overlays the following basic value-adds:
• Events and incidents affecting IWAN enabling devices are reactively
managed.
• Emergency changes are put into effect when appropriate.
• MPLS circuit is monitored and managed.
• Problem management is performed reactively once service is restored
at the branch.

Call to Action
Visit us on Cisco.com to learn more about our Managed Networks for
IWAN capabilities and the value to your branch technology strategy—
Cisco’s Cloud and Managed Services group is ready to help you ensure
your IWAN deployment performs as promised.
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